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ABSTRACT 
This report describes the development of a numerical 
algorithm for the simulation of the unsteady flow field result- 
ing from flutter in an infinite two-dimensional cascade of  — 
flat plates. The Numerical Method of Lines (NMOL) is used in 
conjunction with a time-marching integrator for the simulation. 
V, The numerical model of the flow field is developed using 
a finite isolated airfoil in a nonconvecting fluid. A perfor- 
mance assessment is made of the numerical integration para- 
meters. Optimum parameters are then used to compute trial 
solutions for finite isolated and cascaded airfoils in a con- 
vecting fluid. Computed airfoil loading curves for incom- 
pressible flow are examined in light of Theodorsen's potential 
solution for an isolated flat plate. 
The flow is assumed compressible, inviscid and isotropic. 
A discussion of the numerical model"Uftj^f the trailing edge 
and wake region is included. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
a = Torsion displacement amplitude (radians) 
3 = Cascade stagger angle 
b • = Airfoil semi-chord length 
C = ' (2b) Airfoil chord length 
6 = Damping (either aerodynamic or mechanical) 
V = Vector gradient operator 
Y{ 
Gamma, ratio of specific heats (Cp/C ) 
Vorticity 
Blade circulation (positive in counterclockwise 
sense) 
H = Bending displacement amplitude, in semi-chords 
i = Complex unit (»£T) '*"• 
k = Reduced frequency 
KK •= ' Numerical viscosity parameter 
KE .= Kinetic energy of Blade-Disc-Shroud system 
'V 
L   = - Gust disturbance wavelength v 
A^  =   Wake wavelength (in semi-chords) 
/ .       , 
-2- 
Interblade phase angle 
Cascade blade spacing (in semi-chords) 
Freestrearn flow velocity 
W Unsteady work per oscillation cycle 
(O Vibrational frequency (rad./sec.) 
F(X*) 
G(Y*) 
} =   Generalized spatial transformation functions 
_D_ 
Dt Material time derivative 
Flow variables (dimension!ess, as defined in FLUID 
DYNAMIC BACKGROUND) 
=   Pressure 
=   Density- 
U X-velocity 
V  =   Y-velocity 
Subscripts 
°°  =   Freestream flow value 
Aero = Aerodynami c 
-3- 
s 
Mech    = Mechanical 
S = Steady-State value 
Superscripts 
""        = Complex perturbation quantity 
= Dimensionless variable (see FLUID DYNAMIC BACKGROUND) 
= •"       Perturbation Quantity 
r 
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INTRODUCTION 
- General Discussion - 
This thesis is a midpoint progress report for a three-year 
research project undertaken at Lehigh University in numerical 
flutter prediction. This work is funded by a grant from the 
NASA-Lewis Research.Center (NASA-LeRC). The ultimate goal is to 
support the NASA-LeRC flutter research group by connecting 
numerical aerodynamic analysis with the data acquisition and 
reduction activity at NASA-LeRC. 
This report describes the development of a numerical 
algorithm for the simulation of the unsteady flow field result- 
ing from flutter in an infinite two-dimensional cascade of flat 
plates. The Numerical Method of Lines CNMOL) is used in con- 
junction with a time-marching integrator for the simulation. 
The numerical model of the flow field is developed using 
a finite isolated airfoil in a nonconvecting fluid, A perfor- 
mance assessment is made of the numerical integration parameters. 
Optimum parameters are then used to compute trial solutions for 
finite isolated and cascaded airfoils in a convecting fluid. 
Computed airfoil loading curves for incompressible flow are 
examined in light of Theodorsen's potential solution for an 
unsteady isolated flat plate, 
-5- 
I 
The previous numerical models of Ni and Beam and Warming 
are assessed in this report. It is found that Ni's formulation 
overspecifies the problem by requiring as input the airfoil 
vorticity distribution. The formulation of Ni also uses a 
spatial smoothing algorithm to aid convergence that is found to 
severely decrease accuracy. The numerical algorithm of Beam 
and Warming is found to be acceptable. 
Lacking in the above works is a careful consideration of 
the trailing edge and wake flow. The treatment of these criti- 
cal regions is examined in this report.r^t  is etfpecjted that 
careful attention to these regions will yield significant 
changes in the calculated values of airfoil lift, 
The flow is modeled as compressible, inviscid and isentropic. 
The velocity and density fields are obtained by solving the 
Euler and continuity equations in the conservative form: 
3pu- |f + -g^-\0     (continuity) 
3pu.  3pu.u.   -p 
"ST + -W^ + & ".0    (momenta) 
Einstein notation is used (repeated indicies are summed)',- 
The goal of this work is to establish an efficient compu- 
tational procedure that requires only the prescribed airfoil 
-6- 
motion as an input. The algorithm should also allow the analyst 
to separate the numerical formulation from the physics of the 
flow model. This latter goal will allow greater attention to 
be given to modeling of critical flow regions at the trailing 
edge and wake. 
- Flutter Overview - 
Aeroelasticity [1] is the study of elastic structure defor- 
mations due to fluid flow. Aeroelastic instability, commonly 
called flutter, designates a transfer of excess energy from 
unsteady aerodynamic forces to a single or cascaded airfoil(s). 
The mechanism of flutter is a net (kinetic) energy transfer 
from the surrounding fluid flow to the airfoil that exceeds the 
amount of available mechanical damping generated either intern- 
ally (material hysteresis) or by friction at the blade founda- 
tion. This mechanism may be understood by visualizing a spring- 
mass-dashpot system with excessive excitation energy, 
The need for an understanding of the aeroelastic principles 
of propulsive turbomachines emerged in the 1950's, A survey 
article by Sabatiuk and Sisto £2] in 1956 defines two forms of 
flutter: self-excited and forced. 
* Numbers in brackets designate references at the end of paper, 
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Self-excited flutter results when the unsteady forces 
acting on the blade are functions of the displacement, velocity 
or acceleration of the blade. From a small initial deflection 
or perturbation of the blade surface in a uniform incident flow, 
the unsteady forces feed energy into the system, yielding self- 
induced oscillations. « 
Forced flutter, on the other hand, is driven by a non- 
uniform incident flow. Therefore it is externally-excited. 
The nature of the forces acting on the airfoil are essentially 
independent of the blade displacement, velocity or acceleration. 
The need to understand flutter has increased in the last 
twenty years. Current high-performance gas turbine engines 
utilize a design of high thrust-to-weight ratios, thin closely 
spaced blading, and high compression ratios per stage. Due to 
the severity of flutter problems, many high-speed turbofans 
incorporate part-span or full-span shrouding on fan and compres- 
sor stages. However, these shrouds result in a significant 
decrease in efficiency. 
The operation schedule of an axial compressor is illustra^ 
ted in Figure 2. Shown are four distinct flutter regfons, 
These were determined by monitoring compressor blade stress 
levels during operation. Therefore the regions indicated are 
defined"by elastic rather than fluid dynamic measurements, 
-9- 
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However, the fluid dynamics is responsible for flutter. A 
description of the fluid dynamical aspects of each flutter 
region is given [3]: 
Subsonic Stall Flutter - A self^-excited 
instability occurring near the surge (or 
stall) line. .During engine testing it is 
identified by the' flutter stress increasing 
.as the pressure ratio is raised. It is 
hypothesized that dynamic stall, a periodic 
separated flow, exists over the blades during 
at least a portion of the vibration cycle. 
Dynamic stall and stall flutter must be dif- 
ferentiated. Dynamic stall is unsteady 
flow separation from the airfoil, as the 
blade oscillates beyond the critical inci- 
dence angle of static stall. A.lthough not 
conclusively defined, stall flutter probably 
arises out of a dynamic stall mode as the 
aerodynamic coefficient of lift-force or 
lift-moment become critical. 
Choke Flutter (transonic/subsonic) - An 
instability understood as occurring when 
locally transonic flow encounters choking 
conditions in the blade passage. 
Supersonic Stall Flutter - This occurs over 
the outer-radial portions of the fan blades 
that operate supersonically. It is charac- 
terized by strong shock-boundary layer 
interactions in the blade passage. 
Supersonic Unstalled Flutter - A flutter mode 
that appears to be dependent on torsional 
vibration of the blades. This mode can occur 
during design point operation at high speeds. 
Therefore, it imposes a high-speed operational 
limit on the turbomachine. Experimental 
results show that this flutter may be stabil- 
ized by increasing the back pressure. 
These flutter regions can occur in either shrouded or unshrouded 
rotors. 
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A recent (1976) engine development program [4] demonstra- 
ted theseverity of flutter problems. The model F 100 (.Pratt 
and Whitney Aircraft) engine, a high-speed, twin-spool, turbofan 
utilizing a three-stage fan experienced catastrophic blade 
failure due to material fatigue, It was reported that at test 
conditions corresponding to on-schedule high Mach number flight, 
stall flutter in a torsional mode developed above the part-span 
shroud in the first fan (38 blades) rotor stage. This instabil- 
ity was corrected by relocating the part-span shroud from the 
trailing edge to the blade mid-chord. Although corrected ade- 
quately, this engine malfunction provided an impetus, both in 
industry and NASA, to develop flutter-free designs, 
Kerrebrock [5] categorized research efforts into two areas: 
a) the definition of flutter boundaries of existing turbomachines, 
and b) the design criterion for future fan and compressor stages. 
The results of part a), represented in compressor maps 
(Figure 2), are obtained during verification testing of the 
operational schedule. 
Part b), which involves flutter prediction and analysis, 
is studied in structural-elastic and aerodynamic disciplines. 
In the former, efforts are concentrated on the determination 
of vibrational mode shapes of rotor stages, NASA-Lewis Research 
Center (NASA-LeRC), using a full-scale engine testing program 
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is active in this area (Figure 3). This facility is capable 
of performing engine tests at various simulated altitudes and 
flight conditions. Flutter measurements are made using blade 
mounted strain gauges or by visual techniques. Reference [7] 
details efforts at NASA-LeRC in visualizing blade flutter of 
the first fan stage of a YF 100 (experimental F 100) by two 
techniques: a) a Photoelectric Scanning System (PES), and 
b) Stroboscopic Imagery (SI)-. Dramatic results using the PES 
system are shown in Figure 4. 
Structural-elastic studies also attempt to characterize 
the vibrational mode shapes of isolated rotor stages. These 
mode shapes can be determined experimentally by holography, 
resulting in the characterization of bending, torsional and 
axial vibration tendencies. A simplified mode shape diagram 
for an ideal rotor (uniform interblade phase angle) is shown 
in Figure 5. 
Analytical mode shape predictions are obtained by finite 
element analysis (such as NASTRAN). Various simplifying assump- 
tions are used in the analysis, such as modeling the blades as 
uniform beams [8]. Other analytical efforts are concerned 
with the nonlinear behavior of blade vibrations and the associa- 
ted concept of "limit cycle". Lubomski [9] compares strain 
gage measurements of the YF 100 blade flutter at 1088 Hz with 
-13- 
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the limit cycle behavior, concluding that this blade flutter 
displays a nonlinear character. 
Aerodynamic studies are concerned with analyzing the 
forcing functions acting on the blade surfaces. Attempts are 
made to determine the principle character of the airflow, 
although a complete determination of the fluid-dynamic phenomena 
in turbomachines is not feasible. 
Using the criterion of Carta [10], analysis methods are 
used to predict the aerodynamic damping (6) of the rotor. The 
blade-disc-shroud system is modeled as a simple linear oscilla- 
tor, 
6    =-^- (1) aero  4 ^ 
where (N) is the number of blades in the rotor, and KE is the 
average vibrational energy of the system. The work per cycle (W) 
done by the in-phase components of lift and transverse displace- 
ment, drag and streamwise displacement, and moment and twist, 
is expressible as the spanwise integral : 
rt 
= f  (-jl_-dh - [D«ds + [M'da)dr. (2) W 
r o 
-20- 
Stability is then determined by summing the mechanical and 
aerodynamic damping, 
So. *.  i = 6   + 6  u (3) total   aero  mech v ' 
with the resulting criterion: 
<5total < 0     unstable (flutter) 
6total > °     stable* 
Due to the difficulty of calculating <5mecn> many analyses 
assume <$aero approaching zero to be a sufficient condition for 
flutter. In general, the first three vibrational modes are 
assumed to be the least stable. 
As discussed in [8], this prediction scheme stands qualita- 
tively proven. The work per cycle is directly proportional to 
density, and hence pressure. During critical operation, an 
increase in the aerodynamic work increases the negative aerody- 
namic damping. This destabilizes blade vibration. In controlled 
altitude tests, flutter is incited by either increasing inlet 
pressure or temperature. 
Aerodynamic measurements in Full Scale Engine Research 
(FSER) at NASA-LeRC are obtained by flush mounted static pressure 
probes [Figure 3B), or by devices, such as a drag-force anemome- 
ter [11]. Kurkov [12] demonstrates aerodynamic flutter detection 
-21- 
using a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm on data obtained from 
static pressure probes. Figure .6 shows schematically the aero- 
mechanical analysis process used at NASA-LeRC, 
- Aerodynamic Analysts - 
Before describing various approaches in flutter analysis, 
several important cascade parameters are defined. 
Reduced Frequency (k) - Reduced frequency is defined by the 
ratio 
where (w) is the vibrational frequency of the blade, Cb) is the 
blade semi-chord, and (U^,) is the freestream velocity. This 
ratio can be rewritten as 
<c> <T7S> 
or 
/flow period  - x /      1 % 
^through cascade' *(vibrational period)' 
showing that the reduced frequency is the ratio of the flow 
period to the vibrational period. The flow approximates a 
quasi-steady state as the reduced frequency diminishes. Most 
-22- 
turbomachine flutter is reported in the range 0.1 < 1 < 1,0, 
The reciprocal of reduced frequency C^g-2, the reduced velocity, 
is an important empirical parameter in flutter prediction. 
Interblade Phase Angle ($) - The measure of the phase lead 
or" lag of adjacent blades in their vibrational cycle. 
Solidarity (S/C) - The ratio of blade spacing CS) to chord 
length (C) characterizes the blade interference Cor blockage) 
effects due to adjacent blades. 
Mach Number (M) - Flow regimes may be divided into four 
categories depending upon the Mach Number: i) Subsonic (incom- 
pressible) M«l, ii) Subsonic (compressible) M<1, iii) Tran- 
sonic M=l, and iv) Supersonic M>1. In turbomachine flows, 
there is a distinction between axial and local Mach number. 
Axial Mach number is measured in a stationary (non-rotating) 
reference frame. It might be measured at the inlet of the tur- 
bomachine, or between compressor stages. Relevant to the study 
of flutter is the local Mach number, which is measured relative 
to the blade surface. Due to the velocityitriangles of rotor 
motion, the local Mach number is always higher than the corre- 
sponding axial Mach number. 
\ ■ 
Cascade Pressure Loading (pou+/pjn) ~ Tt nas Deen determined 
. ^ 
experimentally that the cascade pressure ratio affects the aero- 
dynamic damping of a cascade, 
-23- 
Compressibility Ratio (cab/aoJ - For values wb/a^ « 1 the 
compressibility of the flow field may be ignored in flutter 
analysis. 
In analyzing the unsteady aerodynamics of blade flutter, 
one addresses a variety of unsteady flows. These include: 
a) Self-excited flutter analysis 
b) Inlet gust disturbances Cforced vibration analysis) 
c) Convected wakes from upstream rotors and stators 
(both rotational and irrotational) 
d) Stall or separatedr-flow flutter. 
In references cited below, the analysis technique used,to a large 
extent is linearized potential flow analysis. The useful com- 
promise between accuracy and simplicity for problems involving 
small departures from a steady state results in widespread 
use of this technique [T4J, [15], Potential flows have energy 
imparted or removed only at the boundaries Cfor turbomachines 
these are the stators and rotors}. This energy transfer is 
represented mathematically by  sources and sinks, and/or irrota- 
tional vorticies. By assuming that the flow is irrotational*, 
* Irrotational flow is defined by  the vanishing of the curl of 
the velocity field. In two-dimensional flow this is [14]; 
VxV = 
_9_  JZ_ 
3x   ay 
U    V 
3V  3U _ n 
3x " 3y " u' 
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a velocity potential (<j>) may be solved for. Typical potential 
solutions involve an integral equation. The boundary conditions 
j 
are satisfied by a geometric distribution of vorticies,"sources 
and sinks in the kernel of the integral equation. 
A more direct formulation is to solve the flow equations in 
their primitive form. The term 'primitive' is used to designate 
the solution of the flow equations for velocity, pressure and 
density, rather than for a velocity potential function. The 
solution of the viscous Navier-Stokes equations yields complete 
information about the flow field. However, flow fields can often 
be adequately obtained by solving the inviscid Euler equations. 
In general, analytical solutions to the flow equations are ob- 
tained by imposing various limiting assumptions on the flow field, 
or by numerical techniques. 
In many instances, potential flow analysis and solutions to 
the Euler1s equations yield essentially equivalent flow fields. 
However, an advantage to solving Euler's equations is< that the 
variable vorticity of the fluid may be included, This distinc- 
tion becomes important when considering viscous-inviscid flow 
regions contain rotational flow. Inlet distortions to turbo- 
machines (part c) above) generally involves vorticity in the 
entrance flow. Potential solutions cannot model these important 
flow fields. 
-25- 
Before citing recent work in flutter analysis, a review is 
given of the landmark formulation of Theodorsen [1*6] for an 
isolated airfoil undergoing small, self-excited oscillations in 
an incompressible flow (see [14] for details). Theodorsen 
showed that the unsteady lift is expressible by the combination 
LNoncirculatory + Circulatory 
with the first lift component (Noncirculatory) due to time- 
dependent sources and sinks representing the airfoil motion, and 
the second lift component (Circulatory) due to a distribution 
of bound and wake vorticfes. This distribution of vorticies 
satisfies the Kutta condition of finite velocities at the trail- 
ing edge. The quantity Lcjrcu-|atory 1S exPressi^e as tne Pr0~ 
duct of the quasi-steady lift, due to the angle of attack motion 
and a complex valued function C(k), the Theodorsen Function, 
Although derived for incompressible flow, the Theodorsen solu- 
tion continues to be a reliable reference for flutter prediction. 
The limitation of extending Theodorsen"s solution to cascaded 
airfoils is readily encountered. The complexity of the formula- 
tion increases when accounting for the influence of adjacent 
blades and their wake fields. Potential vorticies in the wake 
induces a velocity everywhere in the field, including the air- 
foil. According to the Biot-Savart law £14], the induced velo- 
city from a free vortex varies as O/r). Thus, it appears that 
-26- 
shed vorticies convected far downstream have an Insignificant 
effect on the airfoil loading. 
Potential solutions for unsteady cascade flow typically 
involve an integral equation with a singular kernal function. 
Recent work includes the formulation of Goldstein £173 for an 
unsteady supersonic cascade with subsonic leading edge locus, 
Verdon and McCune [18] derived a subsonic velocity potential 
for flat blades, including the effects of varying reduced fre~ 
quency, blade spacing, interblade phase angle, stagger angle 
and Mach number, Adamczyk's analysis [19] for blades with, finite 
thickness and camber showed a large influence from the mean 
incidence angle, By a slightly different approach, Goldstein 
and Atassi [20] used a formal regular perturbation expansion for 
the stream function to include the effects of thickness and 
camber. McCroskey [21]* provides an extensive review of these 
and other works. 
The unsteady lift on an isolated airfoil moving through, a 
transverse gust has been analyzed by Sears [22], and Von Karman 
and Sears [23], Kemp [24] and, later, Horlock [25] have produced 
a similar formulation to account for chordwise gusts. Horlock [26] 
then employed these formulations to predict the oscillating 
* The discussion of References [17]-[20] was taken from this 
survey article. 
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lift on a rotating blade in a turbomachine encountering upstream 
gusts. However, since the effects of adjacent blades simultan- 
eously experiencing changes in airfoil circulation were not 
accounted for, formulation [26] is dependent on the reduced fre- 
quency parameter. Horlock-[25] also showed that for high angles 
of attack and high-lift blading, the lift perturbations result- 
ing from gusts in both the transverse and streamwise directions 
were comparable in magnitude. 
Whitehead [27] has produced a classical formulation for 
unsteady flows in cascades by invoking the restrictions of low 
reduced frequency, blades of small chord length, and small inter- 
blade phase difference. This is called the 'actuator disk* model. 
These assumptions constrain the flow to be quasi-steady, whtle 
the cascade blading is approximated to oscillate in unison, 
Whitehead concludes that, i) bending flutter is always damped, 
and ii) tors-Tonal flutter Cexcept at zero stagger}, of unstalled 
blades is always critical. In [283,Whitehead has calculated 
force and moment coefficients for various flutter regimes and 
geometric conditions. Whitehead [29] also studied the passage 
of an inlet disturbance through a flat plate cascade by using a 
vortex distribution along the blade and downstream in the wake, 
Henderson and Horlock [30], utilize the "semi-actuator disk" 
model by restricting the analysis to flow in cascades where the 
spacing, S, is small in comparison with the wavelength of the 
-28- 
flow disturbance. This model is used to study the limiting 
behavior of cascades exposed to low-frequency gusts. The work 
of [30], using pitch-averaged flow equations, shows that the 
blade lift is in phase with the disturbance at zero frequency 
parameter. Whitehead's [29] analysis suggests that under the 
same conditions a phase difference is found. The discrepancy 
is probably due to the limiting assumptions of the "semt-actuator" 
and "actuator disk" models. 
Stall flutter continues to be the least understood flutter 
regime, A recent work in the area is by Yashfma and Tanaka £31], 
Dynamic stall, the periodic separation and reattachment of 
flow from an airfofl, might be the significant mechanism in 
torsional stall flutter. Models for dynamic stall have been 
developed stating that the triggering separation mechanism is 
the development of a leading-edge separation bubble "bursting" 
and subsequently convecting downstream. This separation bubble 
creates a transient pressure disturbance along the airfoil, 
Others have proposed the main mechanism to be a breakdown of the 
turbulent boundary layer. McCroskey [32], [33], Parker [34J, 
and others £35], [36J have done extensive work in this area, 
Perumal and Sisto [37J and Tokel and Sisto £38j have pre- 
sented results using a combination of potential analysis and 
numerical methods for cascade stall flutter, assuming the 
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separation point is fixed [30] or experiencing a prescribed 
harmonic motion [31], The stall region for [30] and 131] is 
modeled as having a spatially invariant pressure. This stall 
region is bounded by a free-streamline and the blade line. 
With recent improvements in the numerical solution of par- 
tial differential equations during the last decade, interest in 
the simulation of fluid flows is increasing. Solutions to the 
full Navier-Stokes equations for unsteady flows are available. 
Impressive numerical results (unpublished) by Mehta for an air- 
foil impulsively undergoing sinusoidal oscillations at Reynolds 
numbers to 10,000 are compared to flow visualization at the. same 
condition in [21], Such correspondence between flow simulation 
and experimental results vividly demonstrates the capabilities 
of numerical solutions. 
A procedure for the numerical solution of Euler's equations 
for thick and cambered airfoil cascades in steady flow is given 
by Gopalakrishnan and Bozzola £39], A similar procedure using 
a finite area method to solve the integral form of the inviscid 
conservative laws is reported by McDonald [4Q], 
Using linearized perturbation theory, Ni and Sisto [43], [44] 
have modified the algorithm of [39] to include small harmonic 
oscillations of the airfoil position. This formulation utilizes 
the centered difference scheme of MacCormack [61], with 
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modifications along the airfoil boundary, A spatial "smoothing" 
algorithm is used to insure numerical convergence, Results 
reported by Ni compare favorably with numerical work, performed 
at Pratt and Whitney Aircraft . 
Examination of the algorithm used by Ni reveals several 
inadequacies. A one-sided spatial algorithm is required normal 
to airfoil surface. The finite difference scheme was rewritten 
in terms of the bound vorticity value on the airfoil (for sojne 
configuration used by Ni, the bound vorticity goes asymptotically 
to plus and minus infinity at the airfoil leading and trailing 
edges). This procedure overspecifies the problem, along with 
creating the numerical difficulty of specifying an infinite 
quantity. 
The spatial smoothing algorithm used by Ni was examined, 
In applying the algorithm in a one-dimensional problem, it was 
found the solution is severely distorted (reference £46], It 
is expected that results calculated in two-dimensions using this 
algorithm would be of poor accuracy. 
Recent work by Beam and Warming [41J, £42] circumvents the 
difficulties inherent in Ni's approach. There is no need to 
* The results were compared to those obtained by Dr, Lynn 
Snyder. 
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specify the vorticity value along the airfoil for the algorithms 
in [41], [42]. In addition, these algorithms do not use the 
explicit smoothing step of Ni. Rather, in [41] an implicit 
dissipative term is added directly to the integration formula 
to aid convergence. 
Neither the work of Ni and Sisto,nor of Beam and Warming 
contains an extended discussion of numerical treatment of the 
trailing edge or wake region. In the solution of the Navier- 
Stokes equations, the compatibility of the solution with the 
actual physics for these regions is inherent in the viscous 
equations. However, for the inviscfd Euler equations there is 
no inherent mechanism for the specification of the trailing- 
edge stagnation point. As discussed in the next chapter, the 
location of this rear stagnation point is critical to the calcu- 
lation of the unsteady lift. 
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FLUID DYNAMIC BACKGROUND 
- General Discussion - 
This analysis is a formulation to determine the flow field 
surrounding isolated or cascaded airfoils executing prescribed 
vibratory (flutter) motion. The aerodynamic coefficients of 
lift-force" (C. ) and lift-moment CO are then calculated. 
Stability of the airfoil oscillation is determined by the phase 
difference between blade loading (C, or C„) and blade displace- 
ment. When the loading leads the blade displacement, the sur- 
rounding fluid imparts energy to the blade vibration. Assuming 
negligible mechanical damping, this results in a negatively 
damped (unstable) oscillation. If the blade loading lags the 
blade displacement, a positively damped (stable) oscillation 
results. 
In this analysis, the three-dimensional flow through a fan 
rotor stage is approximated by flow through an isolated two- 
dimensional infinite cascade. The analysis approximates flow 
in turbomachinery that is dependent on radial and circumferen- 
tial coordinates by: i) a calculation of the fluid dynamic 
properties at a given reference radius (R .el, and ii) an 
'unwrapping' of this circumferential cascade onto an infinite 
strip in the two-dimensional Cartesian plane (Figure 71. No 
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investigation is made to determine the optimum R ~ value 
for machine applications. 
The flow is assumed to be past thin, uncam- 
bered blading at zero incidence angle. The modification for 
thick, cambered blading, or blading at a non-zero incidence 
angle requires a calculation of the steady state flow properties. 
For thick or cambered blading an additional mathematical trans- 
formation [39] of the spatial Cartesian frame is required. 
The flow is assumed to be invfscid, compressible and isen- 
tropic. Although inviscid or ideal flow assumptions are made, 
the important viscous-inviscid interaction regions are considered. 
These important regions are the trailing edge C.t.e.) and wake 
regions. The airfoil boundary layer region is not modeled. 
The upstream flow is assumed uniform at infinity, However, 
modifications for convected disturbances from upstream rotors 
or stators are possible. 
-Solution of the Compressible Euler Equations- 
The two-dimensional inviscid equations in conservative form 
[453 are expressions (41 - C6): 
9P + 3(PU) + 3(pV) - 0 (A\ 3t  ~9x~ "ay"-  u [J*L 
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3(PU) + 9(PU2+P) + 9(PUV) _ 0 f51 
~3t~~    3x    ^~3y   u L°J 
3(pV) + 9(PUV) + 3(pV2+P) = 0 (6) 
3t     3x      3y l ' 
The following definitions of nondimensional Independent and 
dependent variables are used to normalize the system (A = dimen- 
sionless quantities): 
x = x/b 0 = li/\im 
9  = y/b V = V/Um 
t s -g-92 P = P/P, oo 
D (7) 
P = P u 00 OO 
where the blade semi-chord length Cb) and the uniform upstream 
flow properties (U^* P^ and M^) are used as reference. The 
resulting system becomes: 
dj      3(ffj)      3(p9) = 0 (8) 
3t        3x 3y 
3jM + 3(£02H-P) +3(pOP) . 0 " (9) 
3t 3x 3y 
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9j£yl+ 9(g09) + 3(Pv2+p) „ Q (10) 
3t    3x    ay 
To eliminate pressure, the isentropic assumption: 
P _ Pm 
Y    Y 
is invoked. The associated normalized form for an isentropic 
process is: 
P _ 1 
PY  YM2 
01) 
oo 
Utilizing (11), equations (8)-(10) become: 
dp  ,   8(30)   ,   3(CT) - Q fl2) 
8t        9x 9y 
MPUJ + 8(P"2) + Pl_i JP + 8(PJJV)  = Q (13) 
3t 3x M2     3x 3y 
#/N/^»L>        _AAA.        .^^o .      /\*\/—l    A 
KfiVj + 3(pUV) + 3(pV2) + PLJ j£ = Q (14) . 
3t     3x    3y    M2 3y 
For future reference, the superscript CA) will be dropped. All 
subsequent flow equations are written in normalized form. 
For small oscillations of the blades, the flow equations 
are linearized about a steady state condition by  defining: 
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p(x,y,t) = ps(x,y) + p"(x,y,t) 
U(x,y,t) = Us(x,y) + lT(x,y,t) (15) 
VCx,y,t) = Vs(x,y) + V"Cx,y,t) 
where the subscript C s) denotes the steady-state (no time 
dependence) solution of system (12) - 04), and the super- 
script ( ") denotes time dependent perturbation quantities of 
order (e).    Substitution into (12) - (14) yields [46]; 
an-     Mp.U'+U p')     3('p r+V-p") 
S& + « *       %y + 0(e'> " ° (16) 
3(Ps»^U5p-)      3(2UsPsU^|p')       , .,  „e< 
3t 3X M2   lPS       3x 
CO 
+ (Y-DPY    P" -P-) + ———s5-5 L-§— vr
    
/Hs     H    3xy 3y 
(17) 
+ 0(E2) = 0 
3(PSV+Vsp-)      3(UsPsV+YsPsU'+YsUgp-)      3C2VSPSV,+V|p'1) 
3t 3x 3y 
08) 
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To obtain linearized equations, all terms of order (e2) 
are neglected. For the cascade of flat and thin blading with 
zero flow incidence angle, shown in Figure 7, the steady-state 
solution is trivial: 
(uniformly valid throughout 
flow domain) 
ps ~ 1 
Us = 1 
Vs 
= 0 09) 
This leads to the simplified governing equations below: 
9t   9x     9y ^ l 
3(U-+p") , 3(2lT+p-) , 1 9p* , 3V _ Q f21) 
9t   +   9x     M2 9X   3y   U ^'l 
3V +
 ^ 
+
 — 4^=0 (22) 9t  9x  M2 3y 
Equations (20) - (22) are the governing perturbation equations 
for the two-dimensional cascade or the isolated blade. The 
isolated blade and the associated flow domain are shown tn Figure 
8. For cascaded blades the solution is calculated for the three-* 
bladed system shown in Figure 9, 
Finally, a spatial transformation is used to 'skew.' and 
'compress' the infinite flow domains shown in Figures 8 and 
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9, to a convenient rectangular computational domain shown in 
Figure 10. This transformation is performed mathematically by 
the piecewise continuous mapping function {(x,y) -*- CX » Y )}. 
The transformed governing equations are: 
& + FOf) Si^l + F(X*H-tanB) |p + GCY*) 'f£ - 0 
C23) 
+ F(X*) C-tanB) |j£ + GCY*) |^ = 0 (24) 
T£ + F<x*> wr + F«*)c-to.B) i |£'+ GCY*) --JL §£ - 0 
00 00 
C25) 
where F(X*) and G(Y*) are the generalized transformation func- 
tions. A detailed treatment of this transformation is given 
in Appendix I. For both the cascade and isolated blade system 
F(X*) satisfies 0<F(X*)<1, However, the term GCY*) differs for 
the cascade or isolated blade as follows: 
0<GCY*)<1    isolated airfoil 
GCY*)= { C26) 
2/S cascaded airfoils 
where (S) is the blade spacing in the cascade. 
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Numerically, the computational domain of Figure 10 is 
suitable for implementation of finite difference algorithms 
using uniformly spaced grid points. The numerical solution of 
system (23) - (25) is detailed in NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE BACKGROUND. 
- Flow Boundary Conditions - 
This subsection discusses the boundary conditions applied 
to the flow domains of Figures 8 and 9*. To meaningfully model 
the inherent flow physics of isolated or cascaded airfoils, the 
numerical boundary conditions must be correctly formulated for 
the flow. This is important because the boundary conditions are 
the driving force for the inviscid solution. However, since 
knowledge of the cascade flow field is limited, results from 
isolated airfoil studies must be used for specification of flow 
boundary conditions. 
The details of the numerical enforcement of the boundary 
conditions are described under the heading, NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE 
BACKGROUND. 
* It is not an arbitrary decision to use the control volumes 
shown in Figures 8 and 9. The intersections of the control 
volumes with the flow field allow specification of. flow 
properties in critical regions. Such regions include the 
blade surface, the wake region, and the flow regions at 
positive and negative infinity, 
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By solving for SJiiall perturbations, the solution domain 
takes on characteristics that completely differ from the physical 
flow field. In the physical domain CFigure 7} the flow Ts steady 
and uniform at infinity. However, the perturbation field has a 
more localized flow pattern. Figure 11 illustrates the con- 
trasting natures of these flow fields. Because of the inherent 
differences, caution and insight must be exercised in the specie 
fication of the boundary conditions for the perturbation model, 
At this point, each, boundary condition will b:e discussed 
in detail. For the problem posed, there are three Boundary 
types: a) boundaries at infinity, b) boundaries arising from 
the presence of submerged bodies in the flow and c) boundaries 
through the interior of the domain. 
The most fundamental boundary is the boundary at infinity. 
Localized perturbations will never propagate to infinity In an 
M 
finite time. Therefore a physically sound boundary condition 
on these regions is to set to zero all flow (perturbation} proper- 
ties. This eliminates the possibility of reflection of outward 
propagating disturbances. Since the governing equations are 
inviscid, there is no intrinsic mechanism for energy dissipa- 
tion. Any reflection of disturbances would create numerical 
instability, Therefore, all flow properties on computational 
boundaries ABCD [Figure 81 and AH and DE (Figure 9) are set to 
zero. 
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A) ORIGINAL   REGIME 
B) RESULTING   PERTURBATION   MODEL 
FIGURE 11 SKETCHES OF THE INSTANTANEOUS 
NATURE OF THE PROBLEM EXAM- 
INED.    (TORSION   MODE   SHOWN) 
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In the cascade model, the blade motion is modeled as 
periodic. In addition, each blade motion is ^elated to adjacent 
blades by a lead or lag in time, This specified lead or lag is 
the interblade phase angle (a), and is assumed constant about the 
circumference of the rotor.* From continuity of the flow field, 
the various flow properties for an actual rotor stage must wrap 
around to a common surface. This surface can occur only when 
the interblade phase angles sum to a multiple of 2TT, Therefore, 
the flow properties along the streamwise boundaries ABCD and 
HGFE (Figure 9 and 10), as the blade motions themselves, are 
interrelated both spatially and temporally through the value 
of interblade phase angle. 
The computational boundaries ABCD and HGFE of Figures 9 and 
10 are called the "periodic boundaries", The boundary condittons x 
for these regions are derived from the flow properties along 
the center blade line in Figure 10, These properties are trans- 
ferred to the periodic boundary by correcting for the phase dif- 
ference. This phase relationship is readily expressed using com- 
plex quantities, which will be introduced in NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE 
BACKGROUND. Note that the permeability of the boundaries is not 
affected by this condition. 
* Such constant interblade phase distribution does not physically 
occur. Rather, flutter is documented to occur at 'mistuning' 
or non-uniform phase difference. However, the results for a 
mistuned rotor can be obtained by the superposition of component 
harmonics [47], 
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The fluid adjacent to the vibrating blade surface must 
satisfy the non-penetration condition, which is the mathematical 
statement that the fluid possesses the normal velocity component 
of the airfoil. As shown in Lamh [48], if the equation for the 
body moving in a time dependent fashion is written; 
F(x,y,t) = 0 , C27) 
then the resulting bounding condition on the flutd is: 
w-'-rc+< + '*?7-0- C28» 
That is, the (material) derivative of fluid particles adjacent 
to solid boundaries is zero. By applying small disturbance 
theory to (28), a linear homogeneous boundary equation results 
(see [14] for details): 
3yK    3y. 
Vb(x,t) = -j£ + U„ -£ (29) 
where y^Xjt) is an explicit function of the blade surface, and 
V[j(x,t) is the perturbation normal velocity. The time-dependent 
motion of a thin, flat blade undergoing bending and torsional 
displacement may be written in the form: 
y = H eikt + 5[x-c]e1kt (30) 
-48- 
where H is the complex bending motion amplitude (Figure 7), and 
a is the complex torsional amplitude about point Cx - c), The 
perturbation boundary condition becomesr- 
■VbCx,t) = ik{H eikt + a [x-c]e1kt} + Um a etkt ,       (31) 
This normal velocity condition is used to specify the boundary 
condition on the submerged blade. Implementation of condition 
(31) will be discussed at length in NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE BACKGROUND. 
The most critical treatment of the Boundary conditions occurs^ 
at the blade trailing-edge and the subsequently formed wake. 
This region is physically explainable as the viscous merging of 
the upper and lower boundary layers at the separation point near 
the airfoil trailing edge. The flow physics, along with the local 
pressure gradients, determines the interaction of these coalescing 
boundary layers, and the subsequent shedding of vortlcity. This 
shed vortlcity is then converted downstream along a path that Is 
determined by the surrounding flow and geometry of vibration. 
These effects occur, in varying degrees, in both stationary and 
non-stationary airfoils. 
For steady flow, the pioneering work of Kutta [49J and 
Joukowsky [50] provided a mathematical constraint for the trail- 
ing edge region, thus achieving a unique value for the airfoil 
lift using potential flow analysis. The Kutta-Joukowsky 
-49- 
condition places the rear stagnation point at the trailtng edge, 
thus removing the mathematical singularity arising from the 
potential analysis. But as pointed out by Gostelow [51J, the 
Kutta-Joukowsky trailing edge condition only pertains: to the 
steady, incompressible potential flow around a two*<llmensional 
airfoil having a cusped trailing edge. 
The trailing edge physics for unsteady flows Is still a 
matter of speculation, and the mathematical formulation of this 
condition largely depends upon the form of the analysis, How- 
ever, the importance of this condition cannot be over-empRasized, 
In all lifting-surface flow regimes the flow field does not 
possess singularities in the velocity or pressure field. Hence, 
a condition governing the trailing-edge flow should be Included 
for a correct modeling of isolated and cascaded Blades, 
Kelvin's theorem (see ref, [48]), dealing with the rate of 
change of the line integral of velocity (circulation! about a 
closed path surrounding the same fluid elements, states: 
c 
where the circulation (r) is defined as: 
r = 6 q.ds (33) 
c 
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For either an incompressible or barotropic flow, the right 
hand side of (32) is zero, When an oscillating airfoil exper- 
iences a change in lift, the airfoil circulation (r) under--* 
goes a proportionate change. An equivalent statement of Kelvin's 
theorem for a circuit fixed about an airfoil [51], [48] is: 
UmY = '^F C34) 
t.e.    at 
where (y)* is the instantaneous vortex strength shed from the 
trailing edge. Expression (34) equates the vorti.city flux shed 
from the airfoil by convection and diffusion to the rate of 
change of airfoil circulation. Expression (34) is in a linear- 
ized form where the convection of vorticity due to perturbation 
velocities has been neglected. 
As mentioned, the flow dynamics at the trailing edge are 
not exactly known. However, several authors have been somewhat 
successful in prescribing a mathematical formulation of the 
trailing edge condition. The previously cited work of Gostelow 
[51] contains a summary of the work in trailing edge flows;, A 
few examples are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
* Vorticity is defined as the rotation of the fluid 
element: 
av ju 
T
 " 8x " 9y 
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Giesing [52] proposed that "a simple statement of the Kutta 
condition for steady flow ts. that the velocities on the upper 
and lower surfaces at the trailing edge must be equal and oppo-» 
site in tangential direction," Von Karman and Sears £23] deter-- 
mined for a flat blade that the velocity difference at the trail- 
ing edge equals the instantaneously shed vortex strength, 
Maskell [53], using a potential flow analysis, proposes that an 
equivalent Kutta-Joukowsky condition for unsteady flow is that 
the sense of the shedding vorticies determines whether the 
trailing edge streamline is parallel to either the upper or 
lower blade surface, Basu and Hancock [54], for unsteady poten- 
tial flow, postulate that the flow separates at the trailing 
edge, with zero loading across the airfoil and wake at the 
trailing edge. Figure 12 illustrates some of these trailing 
edge conditions. 
All of the above references deal with flow that separates 
at the trailing edge. Sears [55] discusses aspects of unsteady 
airfoils undergoing boundary-layer separation at locations other 
than the trailing edge. 
Few conclusive results for conditions at the trailing edge 
have been obtained. The primary effort is to verify the assump- 
tion of zero loading (that is, the difference in pressure on 
the upper and lower airfoil surface) at the trailing edge. 
-52- 
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FIGURE   12 VARIOUS   INTERPRETATIONS   OF 
THE KUTTA   CONDITION 
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Satyanarayana [56], through, experiments! measurements on an 
isolated airfoil in a sinufeoidally varying gust, concluded that 
zero loading exists at the trailing edge for low frequency para- 
meters. In a later work [57], Satyanarayana again found that 
zero loading at the trailing of an isolated cambered airfoil 
is verified for reduced frequency less than (0*61, however 
departures from zero-loading were found for a reduced frequency 
greater than CO.8), Archibald [583 measured a finite pressure 
differential for a flat plate and airfoil at reduced frequencies 
in excess of C5.0). Commerford and Carta [59J, for a circular 
arc airfoil, found that zero-loading at the trailing edge was 
valid for a reduced frequency of C3.9). Fleeter [60Q found 
that zero loading applies to a flat plate cascade at high reduced 
frequency values [approximately 10.0) but not for cambered air- 
foil cascades at these same frequency values. 
From the above cited references, one cannot conclude that 
zero pressure loading holds for all values of reduced frequency. 
Further theoretical and experimental efforts must be expended. 
For the first-order system presented in this work, it is 
proposed that the wake be modeled as a continuous distribution 
of harmonically oscillating free vorticies. This model tncludes 
the assumptions: i) the wake streamline coincides with the 
steady state streamline, ii) no pressure discontinuity is 
-54- 
sustained across the wake and iii) the shed vorttcfty elements 
are converted downstream at the steady state flow velocity. 
For such a model, each element of vortictty tn the wake 
may be traced back both spatially and temporally to Its origin- 
ation as a free vortex released from the trailing edge. Fol- 
lowing along the lines of Theodorsen, the vorticlty distribu- 
tion resulting from harmonic motion of the airfoil is expressible 
as: 
Yw(x*,t) « yw exp{iCo)t-kx*)l C37) 
where Yu IS the (complex) wake vorticlty strength, u the 
vibration frequency and x* Is the dimensionless distance 
downstream of the trailing edge, [See Figure 13,) Expressing 
the time dependence in (37) in dimensionless form (see SOLUTION 
OF COMPRESSIBLE EULER EQUATIONS) yields: 
YwCx*,t) - Ywe-tkx* eik?  . (38) 
The time dependence in (38) is compatible with the governing 
system (24) - (26). Since the governing equations Involve only 
the dependent variables p", u" and V% the vortex strength (YW) 
must also be expressed in terms of these variables. This require- 
ment allows for the numerical specification of the vortex 
strength in the computational domain of Figure 10. 
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. At the time of this report, no formulation is put forth 
for the specification of the vortex strength. 
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NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE 
- General Discusston - 
In recent years extensive use has been made of the Numerical 
Method of Lines (NMOL) for the solution of partial differential 
equationst NMOL approximates the spatial derivatives Cor more 
generally, the derivatives in all but one of the independent 
variables) by finite difference approximations in the partial 
differential equation. The resulting ordinary differential equa- 
tion can then be solved by  any available ODE integrator, for 
which many fine packages are available. This method has been 
applied to partial differential equations by many, including 
Schiesser [62], Carver £63] £64], Carver and Hinds [65], Loeb [66], 
Sincovec and Madsen [67J, Gary [68] and Kuzo and Johnson £46], 
Of the many existing ODE solvers, a few are listed: al the GEAR 
and GEARB codes of Hindmarsh [69],[70], b). the DSS/2 package 
of Schiesser [62], c) the AMPCT code of Bowen £71J, d) the ODE 
CAdams method) of Shampine and Gordon [72] and e) the RKF 
CRunge-Kutta-Fehlberg) of Watts and Shampine [73], 
All of the numerical solutions in this report resulted from 
using the Numerical Method of Lines in conjunction with the 
time integrator, GEARB, Since biased spatial algorithms are 
easily implemented using NMOL, it is felt that this method 
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results in simple and efficient coding that allows the user to 
easily handle fluid boundaries, discontinuities in the. flow 
field, and other troublesome phenomenon such as shock, waves, 
As such, this work represents a step forward in the physically«r 
sound modeling of unsteady aerodynamics, 
- Algorithm Description - 
The Numerical Method of Lines as discussed by Scfiiesser 162] 
involves the approximation of spatial derivatives By finite 
differences. Specifically, all the numerical solutions presented 
in this report were calculated using a NMOL routine similar to 
the classical five-point, fourth-order NMOL coding of Schiess.er's 
routine DSS004, Appropriate adjustments were made to the NMOL 
routine to account for the computational boundaries, the blade 
surface, and discontinuities in the flow field, The equations 
used in the NMOL apply over a grid resulting from discretization 
of the flow field with the values of some function Y(xl repre- 
sented as: ' .. 
YCU    Y(2)    YC31... Y(I)... YCN-2.)  Y(N-H  Y(N) 
C39) 
with the values 0).,.CNl representing spatial indicies of the 
function Y, ascending in the direction of positive increasing 
independent variable, over which the solution is calculated, 
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The NMOL equations (for uniform grid spacing) utilized for the 
first derivative are summarized: 
1) Left end, I =1 (2 point biased) 
YvO) = {-25 Y(l) + 48 Y(2) - 36 YC3) + 16 Y(_4) 
- 3 Y(5)}/(12 DX) + 0 (DX") (.40) 
2) Interior point, I - 2 (.1 point biased) 
Yx(2) * {-3 YCD - 10 Y(2) + 18 YC3) - 6 YC41 
+ 1 YC5)}/(.12 DX) + 0(DX") (41) 
3) Interior point, 2<I<N-1  Ccentral difference) 
YX(D = {1 Y(>2) - 8 Y(I-l) + 0 YCI.1 + 8 Ytt+U 
- 1  YCl+2)}/Cl2 DX) + 0 (DX") (42) 
4) Interior point, I = N-T (1 point biased) 
YXCN-1) = {-1 Y(N-4) + 6 YCN-3) - 18 YCN-2) + 10 YCN-1) 
+ 3 Y(N)}/C12 DX) + DtDX") C43l 
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5)    Right end,  I * N (2 point biased) 
YVCN) = {3 Y(N-4) - 16 YCN-3) + 36 Y(N-2) - 48 YCN-1) 
+ 25 Y(N)}/(12 DX) + OCDX11) (44) 
where (DX) is the grid spacing In the computational frame, 
These finite difference expressions are illustrated schematically: 
YO) Y(2) Y(3) 
0   X   X X 
X    0   X X 
EQUATION (42) 
EQUATION (43) 
EQUATION (44) 
-Y(I-l) Y(I) Ytl+l)    Y(N-2) Y(N-1)Y(N) 
X EQUATION (40) 
X EQUATION (41) 
X    X    0    X    X 
X    XX   0    X 
X    X    X    X    0 
(45) 
Obviously, any number of grid points may be used for the deriva- 
tive calculation. However, it is the experience of this author 
that the five point formulation (40) - (44) provides an acceptable 
compromise between accuracy and spurious oscillations of the 
spatial derivative. In general, higher order finite difference 
algorithms produce greater accuracy at the expense of spatial 
oscillations. 
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The NMOL scheme summarized above may be utilized in two- 
dimensions. In such case, the NMOL is used independently in 
both dimensions provided the computational grid Is orthogonal, 
The error generated By the numerical method of lines arises 
primarily from the discretization of the spatial derivatives, 
which depends upon the total number of grid points used. 
After the approximation of the spatial derivatives, the 
resulting ordinary differential equation is solved hy  the time 
integrator GEARB [69], GEARB is a package of seven subroutines 
for the numerical solution of systems of ordinary differential 
equations of the form: 
y = fCy,t) C47) 
or specifically, 
dy,(t)  . 
—ar~ = fitviCt), ... , yNCt), t) (48) 
0 = 1,,,N) 
given an initial value vector: 
y(t0) = y0 . C49) 
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GEARB is intended for ODE systems having a Jacobian matrix: 
that has a banded structure. That is, the Jacobian has its non- 
zero elements in a band along the diagonal, or is approximately 
in such form. Such banded structures arise when the right-hand 
side of (48) is arranged in the matrix such that yq- depends on 
y. for only a relatively small value of |i-j|. This form usually 
results when using the Numerical Method of Lines, GEARB also 
utilizes automatic error control and step size adjustment for 
efficient integration. 
- Artificial Dissipation - 
Nearly all two-dimensional hydrodynamic computations 
are subject to short wavelength numerical instabilities [74], 
These instabilities occur either from the approximation of the 
spatial derivative, or from inconsistent initial data, Unlike 
the viscous Navier-Stokes equations, the numerical solution of 
Euler's equations requires some form of artificial viscosity to 
suppress the growth of nonphysical disturbances. In the coding 
utilized in this report the numerical disturbance appeared as 
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an alternating error of a wavelength approximately equal to two 
grid spacings. As the integration progressed, this disturbance 
gradually destroyed the numerical solution. (See RESULTS) 
Chan [75] and Strauss [74] have Reported good results using 
an artificial viscosity that eliminates the alternating errors 
of short wavelengths but applies little damping to the meaning- 
ful part of the solution. At the same time this technique repor- 
tedly dissipates only a relatively small amount of the system's 
energy. Details can be found in [74], but are briefly summarized. 
A computational cell A (Figure 14) has an associated discrepancy 
parameter: 
* 
=
 
(u1+l,j+l + ui,j} " Cui,j+1 + ui+l,j}     C51) 
which is sensitive to alternating errors. After each integration 
step the velocity components (both U and V) of cell A are adjus- 
ted according to the algorithm: 
<ui,j>adjusted = u1,j " (KK*/4) 
^
ut-M.J>adJusted " "1+1.J + t"»/*> 
(u1+l.j+l 'adjusted = "1+l.J+l " (W' 
K,j+1 'adjusted " ui,j+l + W'  • tffi> 
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t 
This adjustment algorithm was formulated to: 
a) reduce the discrepancy between velocities along 
the cell diagonal 
b) not affect the compressibility or the circulation 
of the fluid cell. 
•c) conserve the average momenta of the cell. 
If a grid point is located in the interior of the computational 
region (and hence adjacent to four cells) it receives four 
adjustments of the form given above. The total correction to 
u-. is therefore: 
ui,j = ui,j + KK/4 C2(ui+l,j + ui-l,j + ui,j+l + ui,j-l} 
(ui+l,j+l + ui+l,j-l + ui-l,j+l + u1-1,j-l* 
- 4 Uj j] C53) 
For stability £74] it is found that Q<KK<l/2, where (KKJ 
is the artificial viscosity coefficient. Chan [753 has reported 
that a value of KK = 0.025 worked well while dissipating only 
a minute amount of kinetic energy. Use of the above artificial 
damping was made for a mixed Lagrangian-Euler code in £75j but 
conceptually, there is no reason why the artificial viscosity 
formula is less effective for a strictly Eulertan code. 
- Complex Amplitude Notation - 
The system of equations (20) - (22) is to be solved numer- 
ically, subject to the blade velocity condition. Since the blades 
execute a harmonic motion, it is expected that the numerical sol- 
ution of (20) - (22) should also yield flow properties exhibit- 
ing a harmonic time dependence. 
Considerable numerical simplification results by separating 
the harmonic time dependence, called the essential time depen- 
dence, from the spatial solution. This simplification allows 
for integration the flow equations, without the time dependence, 
from an arbitrary initial state to the converged (steady state) 
spatial solution. 
This is readily accomplished by using complex quantities, 
ikt * The essential time dependence (je  ) and the transient behavior 
are separated as follows: 
P'(x,y,t) = p(.x,y,T)eikt 
u"*(x,y,t) = uCx,y,x)eikt (54} 
V'(x,y,t) = V(x,y,x)eikt 
* Recall that t is the dimensionless time variable. Hence the 
frequency of oscillation is not to but rather the Cdimension- 
less) reduced frequency k. 
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where (x) denotes the num&UcaZ time, dependence. The quantities 
p, u and V are the so-called (perturbation) complex amplitude 
variables. 
Substitution of (54) into equation system (.201 - C22) 
yields the complex equations below: 
g+ik-p + M + f=o m 
M0^+1k(D+-p) + 3l|M + i a| + |=0 (56) 
GO 
oo 
where the essential time-dependence (exp(ikt)) has been eliminated. 
System (55) - (57) represents a system of first-order, coupled 
hyperbolic equations, as such the transient solution proceeds 
from the imposed initial conditions. All of the imposed boundary 
conditions, including (31) and (38), now become constants due to 
ikt the elimination of (e  ) time dependence. 
Equations (55) - (57) may be integrated by any time-^marching 
algorithm. The temporal derivative, denoted by 3/3x, tends to 
zero as the steady-state solution is reached, Since the numerical 
transient solution bears no resemblence to the physical system, 
the initial conditions are arbitrary. 
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By numerically solving for p, U and V one obtains not 
only the amplitude of oscillation but also information concerning 
the phase of these flow properties. By expanding (54), the 
perturbation quantities are expressible as: 
p- = Real (p eiwt) = Real (pr+ip.)eia)t 
= Real (Iple^P eia)t) (58) 
(p used as an example). 
The phase angle <j> for each fluid property is obtainable from: 
„, = ran"1 f *£&&- } 
Imag(p) (59) 
Figure 15 illustrates this phase relationship in the complex 
plane. 
By prescribing blade displacement as: 
|H|e -1 TT/2 Jkt 
blade 
C60J 
the normal  velocity becomes; 
H 
blade 
= ik|H|eM *'2 eikt 
k|H|e ikt C61) 
■69- 
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It is convenient to reference all fluid properties with respect 
to the blade velocity in the complex plane (Figure 15), 
Stability is easily determined using complex amplitude nota- 
tion. By definition [14], instability of the blade oscillation 
occurs when the blade loading leads the blade displacement, thus 
feeding energy into the system. Such a criterion can be easily 
displayed in the complex plane of Figure 16, The stability line 
coincides with the displacement phasor, and stability is deter- 
mined by: 
Stable: Real {Blade loading} < 0 
Unstable: Real {Blade loading} > 0 (62) 
This stability criterion is applicable for bending blade motion 
and torsional blade motion, provided blade motion and blade load- 
ing are defined positive in the same sense. 
- Coding Details - 
A Fortran V program.was written for both CDC 6400 (Lehigh 
University) and UNIVAC 111Q/42 (NASA-LeRC) machines, A brief 
description of the program structure is as follows; 
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MAIN PROGRAM - The main program controls the entire 
operation of defining: a) the problem to be solved 
(cascaded or isolated blade), b) the various geometric 
grid parameters, c) the aerodynamic properties of the 
flow field (i.e. the initial condition, the reduced 
frequency, Mach Number, blade perturbation velocity, 
etc.) and d) various parameters affecting the GEARB 
operation (i.e. estimated error, the Jacobian matrix 
band width, the integration algorithm used, etc). 
Upon definition of the problem, control passes to the 
time'-integrator until completion of the problem. 
Subroutine GRID - This subroutine, called from the main 
program, establishes the grid indicies of various 
critical grid points in the computational domain (such 
as at the leading and trailing edges of the aerofotl, 
etc.). These grid indicies are available to all other 
subroutines (Via common) for the definition of the NMOL 
algorithm to be used, 
Subroutine DIFFUN - DIFFUN ts accessed by GEARB. for the 
definition (updated after every  successful integration 
step) of the O.D.E, { ^ = F(Y) } . In the course of 
defining the O.D.E. system, utility routines are called 
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in order to calculate the spatial derivatives for the 
updated solution using NMOL, In Subroutine DIFFUN, the 
time-derivatives of grid points where boundary conditions 
are defined are zeroed in order to prevent time~ 
integration of these specified conditions. 
Functions FFX and FFY - These utility functions perform 
calculations for the mathematical transformattons 
(Appendix I) of the spatial domains. The values returned 
from FFX and FFY are used in Subroutine DIFFUN as coef- 
ficients of the spatial derivatives, 
Subroutine BOUND - Before commencing the time-marching 
integration, the boundary conditions for the computational 
domain are set in tfiis subroutine. If the cascade program 
is executed, the boundary conditions for the periodic 
boundaries (see FLOW BOUNDARY CONDITIONS! are updated 
in DIFFUN using the properties from the center airfoil 
as reference. 
Subroutines DXM0L5 and DYM0L5 - These are the five-potnt 
NMOL routines for calculation of the X- and Y- derivatives, 
respectively, required in defining the 0,D,Ets tn-Subroutine 
DIFFUN. Special algorithms (biased and/or upwind) are 
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utilized for the critical grid points noted In Figure 18. 
Derivatives normal to the blade surface are calculated 
using a biased algorithm to reflect the discontinuity in 
properties across the airfoil. Likewise, streamwise 
derivatives at the leading and trailing edges (for points 
lying on airfoil surface) are calculated in a biased 
fashion in anticipation of large gradients at these loca- 
tions . 
Here a note on the treatment of small shock, waves 
(or other discontinuities) is appropriate. Biased spatial 
NMOL algorithms appear to be effective in the treatment 
of fronts having step-function characteristics £653, A 
modification to Subroutines DXM0L5 and DYM0L5 to biased 
» 
algorithms in the vicinity normal to the shock-waves appears 
to be a straight-forward process. A similar technique In 
the presence of Shockwaves, 'conservative switching', was 
developed by Beam and Warming [42], The NMOL appears 
readily adaptable for automatic detection and resolution 
of shock-waves. 
Subroutine VISCOS - This subroutine applies the algor- 
ithm of [75] to flow velocities in the computational 
domain after each integration step. Modifications to 
the normal artificial viscosity equation C53}, wh.ich are 
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s. 
utilized for grid points adjacent to the blade, are 
noted in Figure 18. 
Subroutine TRAIL - This subroutine specifies and up- 
dates the boundary conditions at the trailing edge and 
wake. These boundary conditions are re-examined and 
set after each step of the time-integration. 
Other supporting subroutines include an output subroutine, a 
spatial integration subroutine [76], and a routine to calculate 
aerodynamic coefficients^about the airfoil Csuch as Itft/moment 
coefficients, and blade circulation). For the most part, the 
GEARB integrator was treated as a 'black box1. The only modi- 
fication to this coding was to*apply Subroutine VISCOS after 
each successful integration step. The initial Values for the 
problem were the perturbation amplitude values on the boundaries 
and airfoil, with a zero initial condition elsewhere, Conver- 
gence was determined by monitoring the solution in the near- 
field of the airfoil at specified Integration intervals., A 
solution was judged to be converged when the near-field proper- 
ties did not change appreciably between the integration inter- 
vals. Figure 17 is a flow chart of the program structure. 
Since GEARB integrates an equation system structures In 
the form of a column matrix, the two-dimensional domain of 
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grid points was realigned into a column matrix by the successive 
loading of columns of grid points (columns are in direction 
normal to the blade surface) beginning upstream and proceeding 
through each successive column thereafter. 
At each grid point there is a total number of six equations 
to be solved resulting from the solution of three complex equa- 
tions, each with a real and imaginary part. Hence, the total 
number of equations to be solved is: 
Number Equations = NXT0T*NYT0T*6 (63) 
where NXTOT is the total number of grid points in the X-direction 
(streamwise) and NYTOT is the total number of grid points in the 
Y-direction (normal to airfotl surface), 
For the region along the airfoil surface, the grid struc- 
ture is modified. Two grid rows (streamwise) are used to stmu^ 
late the upper and lower atrfotl surfaces, respectivelyt The 
physical separation of these two rows diminishes to zero, model- 
ing an infinitesimally thin airfoil. The spacing value (.Ay) 
approaching zero for these two rows (.see Image Line - Figure 18) 
creates no numerical inconsistencies since the algorithms 
across these rows are biased (along blade surface)., or treat 
the image rows as one row Cfor normal Y-derivattve calculation 
both upstream and downstream). Throughout the entire integration 
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process the values along the Image Line upstream and downstream 
are equated, with a discontinuity being allowed to develop 
across the blade surface. 
One final note about this simulation. The strength of the 
algorithm is best utilized by orienting the blade surface along 
one of ihe  computational grid lines. Therefore only the compo- 
nent of velocity normal to the airfoil surface must be specified, 
while allowing the streamwise velocity and density profile to 
be numerically determined. 
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RESULTS 
Various integration parameters have been tested using the 
discussed numerical algorithm in order to evaluate the perfor- 
mance and suitability of this procedure. The majority of the 
trial cases were done using the nonconvecting fluid model. 
However for completeness, results are also included for the 
isolated and cascaded airfoil in a convecting fluid, 
A grid of 600 points (30 points streamwise and 20 points 
normal to the airfoil surface) was used for all test cases. 
The flat plate was located on the center ten grid columns, 
along the 10th and 11th grid row. For the cascade configuration, 
the additional blades were located at the top and bottom of the 
grid on the center 10 columns. Four grid points were used to 
stretch the coordinates to infinity, 
For all cases presented, the fluid was modeled as incom- 
pressible. This was achieved,by properly setting the coeffi- 
cients of the pressure gradient terms In the momentum equations 
(21) - (22). For the nonconvecting fluid model the coefficient 
of the pressure gradient term was set two orders of magnitude 
larger than the remaining terms.. For the convecting fluid case, 
the same effect was achieved by setting Mach = 0,1, 
The airfoil motion was simulated by a dimensionless pertur- 
bation velocity of 0.5. This value was arbitrary due to the 
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linear nature of the problem. The only difficulty expected 
would be the occurrence of shock waves. However for a value 
of MACH = 0.1, shock waves will not occur.   The reduced 
frequency, or its equivalent for the nonconvecting model, was 
set at unity (1.0) for all test cases. 
All results were generated using a UNIVAC 1110/42 CNASA- 
LeRC). The run time for each case was 90 minutes, except for 
the results in Figures 29-30 (.120 minute execution). For each 
run the initial conditions everywhere were zero except for the 
velocity perturbation value on the airfoil. 
The graphical results presented are of two general types: 
a) the velocity and density fields and b) the airfoil loading, 
The velocity and density fields are normalized with respect to 
the largest perturbation value. Therefore, these plots cannot 
be used for a direct comparison of one test case to another. 
However, the graphical presentation of airfoil loading Ct'.e, 
the difference in density perturbation values across the air- 
foil) may be used to compare the various test cases, since all 
use the same scale. The airfoil lies in the range l<x<3. For 
all plots only the real components are shown. 
The graphical results in this report are intended to be 
viewed only qualitatively. The correct form of the airfoil 
loading curve was obtained from Theodorsen's solution* for an 
* Equation (5-270), page 262 of reference [14J, 
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isolated blade in an incompressible flow, Theodorsen's solution 
predicts two distinct pressure distributions: i) Zplljteote, 
an antisymmetric loading'which goes to positive and negative 
infinity at the leading and trailing edges and if) -2pbHsin9, 
an elliptic loading over the airfoil. According to these 
relations , when the convective terms (those involving U^) 
are zero, the resulting load on the airfoil should be elliptic 
with a maximum at the midchord. This elliptic loading profile 
was used in judging the performance of the numerical solution 
to the nonconvective flow model. 
The parameters of EPS (the local error tolerance parameter) 
and KK (the artificial viscosity coefficient! were critical to 
the performance of the algorithm. The effect of these para- 
meters is discussed for each test case, 
CASE 1 (Figure 19) - The integration was performed 
without the aid of artificial viscosity. The velocity 
perturbations shown are two orders of jnagnftude lar* 
ger than the airfoil perturbation. Although not 
discernable from Figure 1, the velocity perturbations, 
tangential to the afrfofl, were of the negative direc- 
tion of those found in all other test cases. The den- 
sity loading is quite large at the airfoil edges and 
approaching zero at the midchord point, 
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CASE 2 (Figures 20-24) - This series of figures shows 
the results for what were the optimum integration 
parameters. Figures 20-22 illustrate the develop- 
ment of the solution field after 350, 6Q0, and 850 
integration steps., The development of the airfoil 
loading is shown in Figure 23. The integrator per- 
formance is shown in Figure 24. During optimum oper- 
ation of GEARB, the step size should accelerate 
(increase) as the steady state solution is reached. 
The oscillation of the step size value probably Indi- 
cates a conflict of the artificial viscosity algorithm 
and the time-marching integrator. .This behavior could 
be expected since the artificial viscosity algorithm 
tends to counteract progress made during the preced- 
ing time step, 
CASE 3 (Figures 25-26) - Illustrated in these figures 
is an integration result due to an insufficient error 
criterion tEPS = 10"6), Note the oscillations in the 
density field, 
CASE 4 (Figures 27-28) - Illustrated is the effect of 
a modified version of the artificial viscosity routine. 
The rows along the airfoil are not incorporated in the 
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viscosity algorithm. Note the degradation of the 
solution near the airfoil. 
CASE 5 (Figures 29-30) - These figures are Included to 
illustrate the capabilities of the algorithm. Con- 
servative values of EPS and KK were used, and the 
total run time was 120 minutes. A smaller value of 
KK should produce more accurate results. 
CASE 6 (Figures 31-35) - These frames? illustrate the 
resulting flow fields when the integration parameters 
of CASE 2 are applied to the solution of an fsolated 
and cascaded airfoil in a convecting fluid. Figure 
32 indicates the strong influence of applying a trail*- 
ing edge condition (zero density loading]. This large 
variation in the airfoil loading clearly indicates 
the need for further study of trailing edge conditions. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
This work examined the potential of using the Numerical 
Method of Lines for the solution of the unsteady flow field in 
cascade flutter. From the presented results it is obvious that 
this procedure is heavily dependent upon the parameters of error 
tolerance .and viscosity coefficient. There is a necessary 
trade-off between solution accuracy and convergence rate. The 
largest discrepancy results from applying an artificial viscosity 
algorithm to a problem containing large field property gradients, 
as in cascade flutter. 
The procedure presented in this report is superior to that 
of Ni in that the only required blade motion input is the per- 
turbation velocity. The bias algorithm capability of the NMOL 
allows for a more adequate handling of flow discontinuities, 
solid boundaries and shock waves. Unlike the works of Ni, and 
Beam and Warming, this work reviewed the fluid dynamic condi- 
tions that are important for the modeling of unsteady flow. 
More development of the present procedure is required 
before flutter calculations may be made. The following improve- 
ments are recommended: 
a) adaptation of the artificial viscosity algorithm to 
account for the variable step size of the integrator 
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b) coordinate stretching along the airfoil leading and 
trailing edges to better resolve the flow properties 
there 
c) decreasing the execution time by choosing a starting 
condition for the flow field properties from previously 
established results. 
Once the development of this procedure is completed, ft should 
provide a valuable tool for evaluating various trailtng edge 
and wake conditions. 
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APPENDIX I 
The correct and efficient solution of partial differential 
equations governing fluid flow depends critically upon the domain 
of the stated problem. As discussed in FLUID DYNAMIC BACKGROUND, 
the physical domain of Figures 8 and 9 is to be solved in the 
computational domain of Figure 10, Two types of transformations 
may be utilized to obtain the computational domain of Figure 10.; 
a) a complete transformation of the invariant form of the con- 
tinuity and Eulerian hydrodynamical equation into the appropriate 
metric spaces; and b\  a transformation of the independent vari- 
ables of the continuity and Euler's equation, Optton (E>1 was 
utilized for all the computations in this report. However, 
both options are discussed below. 
Of the methods proposed, a) is more rigorous and effeci- 
tive. The continuity CAU and Eulerian momentum equation (A2J 
in invariant form* are written below: 
|£ + (P V1), i * 0 CAU 
"-W^i'l^-hf3^ (A2) 
* A superscript denotes a contravariant tensor quantity, whfle a 
subscript denotes a covariant tensor quantity, The^symbol C,il 
denotes covariant differentiation with respect to x1. 
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where gravitational or other bocly forces have been neglected. 
For the given geometry of Figures 8 and 9, a metrtc is deter- 
mined such that the domain is representable on the computa-* 
tional plane in Figure 10. The metric is defined by; 
_ 9x- 3x^ /-A,x 9aS "TIT7T' CA3) p
  3y 3yp 
where g g satisfies: 
ds2 = gag dya dy5 CA4J 
and (ds) is the defined length of arc, Tn orthogonal Carte*- 
sian systems, gag -1 and CA4) becomes the familiar formula 
of Pythagoras, This definition of the defined metric space will 
then determine the character of the velocity field tensor. For 
the regions near the blades a linear transformation would suf-* 
fice. However, for the regions extending to upstream and down- 
stream infinity, a nonlinear, singular transformation is required, 
In plain terms, an infinite space extending to infinity must be 
compressed into a single point on the computational boundary. 
However, by solving for the cohtravariant velocity, tensor, which 
establishes the metric tensor as the length reference finite 
velocity will be zero at these computational boundaries, By 
defining a metric space that varies smoothly Cup to the second 
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derivative) throughout the entire domain, a smooth velocity- 
tensor field will result. Clearly if work is to continue along 
the lines of this report, the invariant form of the flow equa- 
tion should be examined closely. However, it appears to be 
truly advantageous only if a large number of grid points is 
available to satisfactorily model this variation of the metric 
space. 
An alternate approach, and the method used for all computa- 
tions in this report, involves defi^hg a composite function for 
the spatial (independent) variables such that the physical 
(.independent) variables of Figures 8 and 9 are mapped onto the 
computational (independent) variables of Figure 10. Such trans- 
formations do not affect the flow (dependentl variables, and 
as such these values take on meaning only when viewed in the 
physical plane of Figures 8 and 9, That is, the velocity com- 
ponents calculated in the computational domain of Figure 10. do 
hot necessarily lie along the horizontal and vertical axes of 
Figure 10. Rather these computed velocity components are 
directed along the x- and y- axes of Figures 8 and 9, In general, 
these composite transformations are used to skew and compress the 
spatial domains. This compressing of the domain is. called coor- 
dinate stretching £39], [41], £45], 
For clarity, this composite function is formulated in two 
steps. The spatial transformations are illustrated in Figure Al, 
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The first transformation utilized is the skewing transformation 
of Figure Al. The transformation {(x,y) -*- (X,Y)} is defined by; 
Y = y CA5) 
X = x-y tanp CA61 
where ($)  is the blade staggar angle. Such a transformation 
aligns the cascade blades along the Y-axis, The directions of 
the transformed unit vectors from the x-y plane Cue, f and j) 
are noted in this figure. By application of the chain rule, 
the mappings CA5) and (A6l transform the spatial derivative 
operators as follows: 
9x = 9X" ax * 3Y" 3x = ^ 97 (A7* 
i = W§ + W§ -C-tanB)^+tl)^ (A8) 
where C^-} and Cgy) are those found in equations (21) - (23). 
The second spatial transformation compresses the region of 
part (b) into the computational domain shown in part (c). This 
domain spans X* < X*< X* and 0 < Y* < Yj. This is readily 
accomplished by a linear contraction in the Y-direction and a 
piecewise continuous contraction in the X-direction. Upstream 
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and downstream in the X-direction a nonlinear, singular trans- 
formation is required to compress the region at infinity. For 
the region near the cascade, a linear or possibly quadratic 
expression is utilized to slightly contract the region (the 
only transformation that might be required is to place propor~ 
tionately more grid points near the leading and trailing edges).. 
Such contraction of the domain follows the transformation rules 
below: 
£ « F(X*) -i- (A9) 3A 3X* 
^ = (2/5) -\ (A10) 
oY 
where 0 <  F(X*) <  1 with F(X*) = 0 corresponds to the region at 
infinity. 
The composite transformation for this two step process is: 
4=F(X*)-i- (All) 9x      3X* 
Jj = F(X*)C-tan3) -^- + (2/5) -A-        (A12) 
3y 3X*       9Y* 
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The spatial-derivative operators in Equations C211 - (.23} are 
to be replaced by expressions (All) and CA12), For the iso- 
lated blade, 3 = 0 and the (1/s) term in CA12) is replaced by 
a function G(Y*) similar in nature to F(.X*), This function G(Y*} 
would allow for a sufficient number of computational points 
adjacent to the blade and taper the remaining grid points to 
infinity. 
The transformations CA11) and CA12) are possible since the 
Euler equations(21) - (.22) are expressed in component form. 
Hence these velocity components may be regarded as sealers 
(magnitude only) which ultimately have (vector), relevance only 
in the physical domain. This transformation of tfie  independent 
variables allows for the use of uniform-grid finite difference 
schemes. However, the adequacy of using stretching functions in 
conjunction with biased (as opposed to centered) algorithms 
requires careful consideration. 
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